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The structure of the title compound has been determined by the heavy-atom 

method from 1349 reflections, measured with a diffractometer, and refined 

by full-matrix least-squares methods to E 0.044. Crystals are monoclinic, 

space group g2,/2, a= 23.53(3), a = 4.85(l). 2' 16.10(2) t. B = 111.5(1)", 

z- 8. In the molecules of the complex a tellurium(II) atom is bonded to 

one bivalent 1,3_dimethylacetylacetone ligand via the a-carbon atoms [Te-C 

2.202(8), 2.157<8) & C-Te4 88.4(3)"] forming a heterocyclic ring of 

chair conformation with both methyl substituents in equatorial positions- 

The molecules are arranged into one-dimensional zig-zag polpmers. about 

the 2r ares at == ; or $ and =* 0 or f, by associations betveen the 

tellurium atoms. These-associations have been observed in other compounds 

studied in previous parts of this series and the Implications of these 

associationa with regard to the colour of this and related.tellurium 

cquuds are Investigated in the light of current theories. AU 

bydrogmatoms bavebeenlocated. 

(acac)cwlexesbave 
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been investigated by &-ray analysis in recent years [l-13]. and in the 

majority of these the ligand behaves as a xmfvalent bidentate ligand 

bonding via the oxygen atoms [l-7]. Only in a fev cases, in certain 

compounds with pfatinum(II), platinum(lV) and sulphur, has the mode of 

attachment of the ligand been shovn to be anomalous [8-131. In (acac)iSz. 

tvo (acac) ligands bond to either atom of a disulphur molecule via the 

y-carbon atoms ES]- In the case of platinum f9431. <acac> has been 

found to be either uni- or tri-functional. In the unifunctional case 

[9-113 the ligand bonds to platinum solely via the y-carbon in a similar 

manner to that found for sulphur. When the ligand is trifunctiotil [12,13] 

it bonds via the carbonyl oxygens to one platinum and to another 

platinum via the y-carbon. 

/Te\cH** 
CHR 

t 

I I 03 : B=R'-R; R” = R”‘r a, 

/, /\a (11) : R - R' '7; R" = R"'= H 

(III) : R - R' - R" I 3" I H 

/% (IV) : R - R' - B" = CR, ; Rm= a 

R- K CJV) : R-R"=CR,; R'-R==H 



reported by Professor Sir Gilbert T. Morgan and co-workers 

of their classical researches in coordination chemistry at 

of Birmingham <U.K.) in the early 1920's. The only other 
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[19-261 as part 

the University 

crystal structure 

of a tellurium(II) organometallic compound containing a bivalent bidentate 

chelate is that of phenoxatellurine [27]. 

In compounds (II-IV) [16-183 the molecules have been found to be 

associated with one another by tellurium-tellurium contacts (of ~a. 4 t> 

that form one-dimensional polymeric chains of tellurium atoms lying along 

the major grouth directions of the crystals. McCullough [28-311 has 

previously noted the significance of associations such as I-Te...I in 

tellurium(W) structures and how specific associations seem to give rise to 

particular colours. Donaldson and Silver [32-351 have recently connected 

colour and electrical properties, in compounds of E-block elements, with 

donation of electron density from non-bonding lone pair orbitals into 

'bands' in the compound, and we have used similar arguments to explain 

the colours of Hoorgan's compounds [19-261 and also those studied by 

McCullough [28-31]_ There is evidence, both crystallographic [36] and 

spectroscopic [37], that tellurium compounds containing no associations 

at allare colourless. As a continuation of our studies ia this area, 

we here report the crystal structure of 1.3-dimethylacetylacetoae 

tellurium(II).(V). 

Experimental 

Data Collection 

Crystals suitable for s-ray wrk mere obtained from the museum in 

the Chemi8tq Department Of this UUiVetSity and are abIOS+ CertSidy Originals 

from Horgan*e time [19-263. 

4prvximate cell dimensions were determined by oscillation, Ueissenberg 

andpraeessi~n photographs, finalcelld~~ioosbeingn#asuredona Stoe 

tm&~c.l.e.conputer-wn~olled semi-autvmatlc diffractometer vith graphite- 
_- -__- ; 

wtd-_~~radf.Ation aud a~scintfflation-ckmter. ~3kltellsity aat+ 
. - . . 
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moving-crystal method being used, tith an w-scan range of 2.0' on the lover 

levels, counting for 0.15 s at O.Ol" intervals. This corresponds to a scan 

rate of 4°/min. For reflections on the second and higher layers (IJ > 7O) 

a variable range vas scanned, tith &U defined by @+B sin u/tan e')" 

where 26' is the azimuth angle [38] and &= 1.0 and B= 0.5. Stationary- 

background counts were measured at the extremities of each scan for 10 s. 

Within the range 0.1 C sin e/A C 0.65, 1349 independent reflections having 

I > 2.5 u(I) were obtained and considered observed. Data were corrected - - 

for Lorentz and polarization factors but not for absorption. since the 

crystal was a needle of uniform cross-section elongated parallel to the 

b axis. 

Crystal Data 

c7 Ha0 02 Te, E = 253.8, Monoclinic. a= 23.53(3). b= 4.85(l). 5' 16.10(2) i, 

8 = 111_5(1)", I- 1709.5 ;ts, $ - 1.98. z- 8. s = l-97. P(DDD) = 960. 

Space group gZl/c (Ch* ~0-14, in a non-standard setting) from wstemtic 
- 

absences: hkz vfie~~ b + a # 2r1, hoe when & # 2~. and 040 when k + 2n_. - -- 

&-I& radiation (A = 0.7107 & Jo - 31.8 cm-=). 

Structure Determination 

The structure was solved by conventional Patterson and Fourier 

techniques. Scattering factors used-were those for the neutral atoms 

[39], vith corrections for the effects of anomalous dispersion 1401 

(M_'.M_"> applied to those for telluriti. Initial refinement by full- 

matrix least-squares methods was with layer scale factors refined separately 

and all atoms vibrating isotropically. Refkwment vaa continued vitb the 

layer scale factors held constant [41] and with the Introduction of. 

anisotropic thermal parameters< for all non-hydrogen atoms,, of .+e_$orm 

exp[-2rr*&d?a*'+ &kabf'~+ I&&?~*' + 2t11&f.b%*-+ 21JssW.a%~~~_. : -- -- 

25&ka*b*)l.., 4ll. nou-m&y&ko~~ l to&of ~thc~.itn+~~u&~~ -- 

succeaafully l.ocated,~iC ca,; i-i.&__t&&r .&ap&tioc-carb&at&~;a+ _. 

vere inc+ag-in +a~sefinam+t~.+q ~~s,:_TI_~~~~~~=~~.~~ 
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atoms, guas fixed at 0.05 2'. 

IU the final stages of refinement the weighting scheme u = 

[a'&,) + (0.021&~)t]-' was found appropriate. giving a satisfactory 

analysis of the variation of =A' tith increasing sin 011 and increasing 

fractions of I&). At convergence no parameter shift vas > 0.001~ and 

a final difference-Fourier map shoved no significant features. The final 

Rvas 0.044 and g {=[&(&l - ~~,l>'/T&,~']*) was 0.052. A table of 

observed and calculated structure factors is available from the authors. 

Most of the calculations were carried out on the ICI.. 1906A at the University 

of Birmingham Computer Centre using SEELX-76 [43] with BONDLA and LSQPL 

being used from XRAY-72 [44] on the CDC 7600 at the University of Hanchester 

Regional Computer Centre. Parameters determined are listed in Tables 1-4; 

Figure 1 shovs a projection of the unit-cell. 

Discussion 

The molecules of the structure (Figure 1) are associated vith one 

another by tellurium-tellurium contacts [Te...Te 4.042(S) I] that form 

zig-rag polymeric chains of tellurium atoms (Figure 2) about the 2r ares 

atx= C or C and =- 0 or $. 

The mode of attachment displayed by the B-diketone in the present 

structure. and in those of (I-IV) [ls-183. is new and appears to be unique 

totelluriumandselenium&eanlstry. Thetelluriumatomhas a formal 

oxidation cltate of +2 and the llgand la therefore bivalent. The tellurium( 

atom binds to the two a-carbon atoms [Ccl) and C(5)] of the ligand at 

distances of 2.202(a) and'2.157<8) ii; these distances are the same, within 

aperinantal error, as those fouud~in (I-IV). The asarbon atom C(1) 

bondg to II( VhlCh is uidl, and to the-equatorial methyl group C(6). 

I 
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Table1 

Practional atomic coordinates (x 10' for Te: x 10' for C, 0; 

x lOa for H) vfth estimated standard deviations in parentheses 

Te 

C(l) 

CW 

C(3) 

C(4) 

C(5) 

C(6) 

C(7) 

O(l) 

O(2) 

Ii( 

li(31)a 

H<Slg 

H<52$ 

H(61$ 

E(62$ 

H(63$ 

H(71$ 

H<72$ 

H<73$ 

78183<2) 

8779(3) 

9ll3<3) 

9171<3) 

as42(3) 

8074<3) 

8855<5) 

9629(4> 

9331(2) 

8419(3) 

882 

941 

826 

776 

872(l) 

927(l) 

850(l) 

947(l) 

967(l) 

7& 

5077Ul) 

748(15) 

-734(16) 

645<16) 

765(16) 

2619(16) 

-477<21) 

-743(20) 

-3021(14) 

-62002) 

311 

250 

429 

282 

-262(2) 

-u,(2) 

69W 

-279(2) 

45(z) 

-87(2) 

10765(3) 

ll92(4) 

2040<4) 

29l5(5) 

2999(4) 

2340(5) 

355<6) 

3725(6) 

2050(4) 

3529(4) 

126 

292 

209 

227 

32(L) 

230) 

-14(l) 

379(l) 

431(l) 

366(l) 
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The closest intermolecular non-hydrogen atom contacts of the structure 

are given in Table 3. That between Te...0(2111) [3.200(l) Ei] must represent 

a non-bonding contact while those between C<l)...O(lIv), C(5)...0(21rI), 

C(6) . ..0(2'). and C(7) -..O(l'*) c3.38, 3.41, 3.33. 3.39 22 are all rather long. 

to be considered as possible hydrogen bonding interactions [45-473. 

There are tw simple vays of describing the hybridization of the tellurium 

atoms in these compounds; either & or &. in a similar manner to that for 

tin(X) [48]. In the former, the tellurium atom is considered to have a 

trigonal planar arrangement, with tvo bonds to carbon and a lone pair of 

electrons in the equatorial plane. The tw other non-bonding valence 

electrons will occupy the E-orbital perpendicular to the trigonal plane. 

For the & case the environment is derived from a tetrahedron with tw 

positions occupied by non-bonding electron pairs. The C-Te-C angle in 

the present compound [88.4(3)O] is considerably less than either of the 

ideal values of i20° or 109O28' and can be explained on VSEPR theory 1491 

as resulting from lone pair repulsion. 

Table 2 

Anisotropic thermal parameters (x 10. ia), with estimated standard 

deviations in parentheses. guas fired at 0.05 A' for all hydrogen 

at&. 

Atom g,x &I gas gas ElS gxa 

TIE . 4800(3) 443(S) 389<3) _-65(2) 119W -76(2) 

Ml> 493<33) 409(18) 329<28) -xX31) l92(26) -37<34) 

C<2) 329(28) 377(17) 429<30) -302) 187<25) lO(32) 

C(3) 401<31) _40107) 401<30) -11<32) l31(27) -76(33) 

C(4) 496<34j 4113(lq 332(29) -50<32) 147<28) -32<35) 

: Cc53 464mi1 .$48C2Q~ 436c331 d.6132~. Isma 195cW 

'+Ci6s, 789(5& 684<m 560<43> -171<45) 398(41) -72<50) 
_ _. 
:;<ir‘qQ> 595<43> UOC!~ z42<3%> 24W> _. _= 
=;-:$gar :-- 2; srsez)_ rl ti+ .6zs3a G& ~~~s3 -wx+ 
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Table 3 

titeratomic distances CA> and angles C’). with estimated standard 
deviations in parentheses. Values for rigid groups are not listed. 

<a) Distances 

Te...Te' 

Te - Ccl) 

Te - C(5) 

CC11 - CC21 

CCL) - CC61 

CC11 - H<l?) 

cc21 - CC31 

CC21 - DC11 

CC3) - CC4) 

CC31 - CC71 

4.042(S) 

2.202<8) 

2.157(8)_ 

1.487C9) 

1.54(l) 

1.3.5 

1.52(l) 

1.22(l) 

1.54(l) 

1.51Cl) 

. 

C1?, Angles 

Tel - Te - TelI 

cm - Te - CC51 

Te - Ccl) - CC21 

Te - CC11 - CC61 

Te - Ccl) - H(ll) 

CC21 - CC11 - CC61 

cca - CC11 - HCll) 

CC61 - ccl) - H<ll) 

ccl) - cw - CC3) 

cc11 - CC21 - DC11 

73.7(l) 

88.4(3) 

103.4(S) 

110.5(5) 

96 

ll5JC7) 

113 

116 

ll8.4<6) 

l22.0<7) 

CC31 - H(31) 

C(4) - CC51 

C(4) - DC21 

CC51 - HC51) 

C(5) - HC52) 

Te ___OC2III) 

c<1)...0<1~v) 

CC51 . ..oc2*=) 

CC61 . ..OC2") 

CC71 ._.OCl"I) 

cca - C(3) - H(31) 
C(4) - CC31 - CC71 

CC41 - CC3) - HC31) 

cc71 - CC31 - EC311 

CC31 - CC41 - CC51 

C(3) - CC41 - DC21 

CC51 - CC41 - DC21 

CC41 - C(5) - Te 

CC41 - cc51 - H(51) 

C(4) - C(5) - HC52) 

1.06 

1.51(l) 

1.20(l) 

1.07 

0.70 

3.200(l) 

3.38(l) 

3.41(l) 

3.33(l) 

3.39(l) 

104 

llO.2(7) 

120 

99 

ll5.9(7) 

122.1(6) 

121.9<7) 

105.0(5) 

115 

130 

CC31 - CC21 - OCl) ll9.6<6> HC51) - cc51 - HC52) 113 . 

CC2) - C(3) - C(4) 109.6(S) Te - CC51 - H(51) 91 

CC21 - 4x3) - C(7) 113.5(7) Te - C(5) - ii(52) 90 

Popan numeral superscripts refer to atoms in the following general equivalent 
positiom3: 
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Table 4 

Least-squares plane through C(l),C(2)&(4), and C(5). Tbe equation 

of the plane is 12.67x+ 3.78x+ 1.6321 11.60, where x,y,= are the 

fractional coordinates of the defining atom in the direct cell. 

Atomic deviations from the plane are in i. 

Te -1.33 ) C(1) 0.00 ) C(2) 0.00 , C(3) 0.74 * 

C(4) 0.00 * C(5) 0.00, C(6) -0.50 * C(7) 0.93 ~ 

O(l) -0.59 , O(2) -0.59, Ii(ll) 0.95 ) H(31) 1.74 ) 

H(51) 0.83 ) H(52) -0.33. 

Donaldson and Silver [32-35'1 ha _ va suggested that the colours of E-block 

materials can be explained in terms of donation of non-bonding valence 

electron density into bands formed by the overlap of empty E- or g-orbitals 

on the ligands or on the electron donating atoms themselves. If the SJ' 

hybridization scheme is used, the E-orbital cm each teIIurium<II) atom til 

lie approximately along the [OlO] direction and these are then aligned. 

together with empty tellurium 4~cmbitals. s o that a veak overall bonding 

orbital is then possible between them. These ueak associations would then 

account for the bright yellow colour of'the cmpound. 

when smaller telikrium-tellurmn distances are present as in <C.H.).Te 

where +he Te... Te contacts are alterna+ely 2.7 and 4.2 H , the colour is 

red [SO]. In the case of C.H.OTeI, there are Te-I..,Te distances of 

2.8 and 3.7 & and the-colour is again red [29]; if other associations 

are present, in addition, as in C.H.!GTeI, where along with Te-I...Te 

lnter~ctioms there are I ..,I Interactions, the colour is violet [30]. 

Thesecolours fpdicatetbattheenergpof theband edgesb ecomes progressively 

lmex as either the atoms form5ng them come closer together, or as larger 
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contsins Te-Br... Te alternate associations of 2.65 and 3.59 A connected 

by Te... S associations of 3.58 t. Thus, when I is replaced by Br, the 

band moves to higher energy, i.e. the energy of orbit&la ou the parent halide - 

ia higher. hhen the structure of the tellurium compound contains isolated 

molecules it is colourless, as in <@H.CsH.)lTe [36], or pale yellow. as in 

phenoxztellurine where the Te...Te distance is 6.04 i [27]. Tellurium- 

tellurium distances of ca. 3.9 1 are within the order of associations found - 

for Br... Br in CsSnBr. and Sn...Sn in SnO [51.52]. 

In the present structure, the Te-..Te distance 

to those in (II-IV) (4.068 and 3.95, 3.97, 4.18 and 

shorter than in (I) (5.05 ii> [15]. The colours of 

/&042(S) A] is similar 

4.138 H> [16-187 and is 

compounds (11-V) are a 

stronger yellow than that of (I). More evidence for electron density in 

the Te...Te associations is seen by the larger C-Te-C angle in this 

compound (88.4') and in (II-IV) (89.7, 90.8, 89.3O) compared to that of 

(I) (86.4'1, which has weaker associations, shoving that lone pair repulsion 

is reduced in (11-V). indicating less electron density remaining in the 

lone pairs. 

The geometry of the one-dimensional polymer of telluriw_atoms in the 

present structure !Pigure 2) is very similar to those found in (II) 1163 and 

(IV) c183. That in <III) [17], whilst being a one-dir?ensional polymer 

kigoed along the major grovtb diiection of the crystals vfth Te...Te 

distances around 4 ii, is more complicated in its Gke-LT. The Te._,Te 

distances in <II), <IV) and (V) are 4.068,.4.138 and 4.042; the Te...Te...Te 

angles are 73.4, 72.9 and 73.7.. Structures-(11) and (IV) were found to be 

isomorphous &space group p2,), and pseudo-lsostruCturall, with the zig-rag 
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It was suggested [la] that axial substitution of the methyl group in (IV) 

would have hindered the ability of the molecules to form these one-dimenaionsl 

polymers, and it is interesting to note than in (I), where the y-carbon has 

both an axial and equatorial methyl group, the Te...Te distance is 5.05 H 

and there is no polymeric chain of tellurium atoms, presumably ss a result 

of the exial methyl group on the y-carbon rendering production of such an 

arrangement impossible. In the present structure, the equatorial methyl 

group on one of the a-carbon atoms is replaced by a hydrogen atom. This 

does not disrupt the nature of the polymer of tellurium atoms but does 

affect the way these chains of molecules pack together which is seen by 

the adoption of a different apace group, i.e. BZl/c (a non-standard setting -- 

of p2xlr). Again the polymers lie along 2x axes. We believe that having 

observed the same polymer in three separate crystal structure determinations 

of similar compounds indicates that the major factor controlling the packing 

of compounds (II), (IV) and (V) is these Te...Te associations and that this 

adds weight to evidence for the existence of such associations and also to 

the band theory of the colour properties of these materials [32-351. 

Another feature of structures (II). (IV) and (V) that is wrthy of 

comment is that during the fornation of the complex in solution each 

separate methyl group in each compound preaumsbly has a choice of going either 

axial or equatorial. Tke fact that In all three structures all the methyl 

groups are equatorial may be interpreted in that either this obaemation 

gives some clue to the kinetics of formation of these complexes or. more 

Ilkely, that a combination of products is produced and 

crystsllirea mre readily fram the reaction mixture is 

the ability to forp the tellurium polymers, i.e. those 

aubatitualta in axial poaitiona. 

that which 

the isomer that has 

with no methyl 
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